Data Protection Act - Dispose Of As Confidential Waste
DC J CONCANON 229597
CR:5109868/14 CrType:C Notifiable/MPS/Other:N-1 Status:D Press:N Class:S/Murder
GLU:KGPress Restrictions:Restricted Crime
Details of Investigation
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Exhibits
DC Parish has catlogued and stored the samples retrieved from the PM in preparation for submission
for analysis. The deceased's bag has been retrieved from the property store and its contents will also be
catalogued and stored appropriately.

Investigation Strategy
Considering the HAT advice to-date I have determined the following enquiries are required to progress
this matter sufficiently for a Coroner's Inquest. Should any information come to light that would
suggest criminal activity contributing to his death, this will be reviewed with the HAT.
Mobile phone records:
His mobile phone has not been recovered - I am told by a number of his friends/family that it is very
unusual for him not to have it. We currently have his phone records as of Sunday 15/6 and they are in
the process of being examined by an analyst due to the complexity of the data.
Movements on public transport:
We have commenced oyster card/cctv enquiries with Tfl.
Social media activity in the week leading up to his death:
I understand he was due to meet a client in the IG 11 area and indeed travelled to Barking on the 17/6.
He last contacted his friends on the evening of 17/6 (2200hrs), saying he couldn't talk as he was
"working".
We are going to search his room in Golders Green and recover his lap-top computer and any other
relevant items. This will be sent for analysis. Open Source enquiries should also be made.
Financial enquiries:
We will look at his account usage leading up to his death.
Further local enquiries:
We have details of a
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